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Do you think CSA
exists as a

problem in India?

What percentage
of kids do you

think are sexually
abused in India?

Do you discuss the
CSA topic freely
with friends and

family?

If you think we
don't discuss CSA
freely, what do u

think is the reason
behind it?

Are you aware of
the legal course

one can take in the
unfortunate

incident of CSA
occurrence

Do you think the
current law

situation in India is
sufficient to deal

with CSA?

How important is
according to you to
spread awareness

on CSA?

What do you think
is the correct age

to talk to kids
about safe/unsafe

touch?
Did you participate

in the CSAAM?

If u have answered
no to the above

question can you
please let us know

why?
Are you a CSA

survivor?

f yes, then CSAAM
help you in any

way?

What part of the
CSAAM campaign

did you like the
best?

Would you like to
see more such

initiatives?

If yes, please
suggest issues
worth tackling?

Did you
recommend CSA

blog to others.

Do you think your
child's school

sufficiently
understands CSA
as a problem and
take necessary
precautions to

prevent it

4/19/2011 9:16:22 Yes >50%
Friends, yes.
Family, no.

Family discussions
are not open to
include sexual
abuse. somewhat no

VERY
IMPORTANT 10 Post on your Blog yes

Twitter expert
chats yes

Domestic Violence
Health issues yes

4/19/2011 9:18:08 Yes 60 Yes

Sexually repressed
society, looking at
sex and anything
related to it as
shameful. no no Very.

As soon as you
think they will
understand. Varies
from child to child
but generally
around 3 years of
age. Post on your Blog yes

No, thanks. I have
found my peace. Everything yes

Domestic violence,
signs of emotional
abuse, importance
of financial
independence in
women yes Yes.

4/19/2011 9:25:39 Yes More than 50% Yes
We don't think it
wud ever affect us no no It's critical

The moment they
start
understanding
things like their
body parts etc. Via Twitter no Twitter feeds yes yes

4/19/2011 9:28:17 Yes 50% and higher Some friends

- Lack of
awareness.
- Sex in general is
a taboo subject.
- Lack of will to
handle the
problem.
- Children are not
considered to have
rights.
- Family pride
when the crime is
committed by a
family member
- Fear of societal
repercussions. no no

Very, very
important. Parents
are busy or simply
unaware of what is
happening to their
children in schools,
in public, and even
in their own
backyard. It should
become the duty of
every teacher,
doctor, neighbor to
report suspected
abuse.

I think by age 3 to
4.

Shared articles on
fb. yes

I was fortunate to
get the help of a
trained
psychologist to
help work out my
past. I am happy to
see CSAAM
provide an avenue
for people who
struggle everyday
with their past and
also that it is
creating
awareness.

Expert posts on
the blog yes

- How to get
schools involved in
educating children.
- Children need to
hear from
survivors and from
experts.
- Find a way that a
child can get help
especially when
the family is not
supportive. yes

No. That is almost
a laughable
question. How
many schools
teach sex
education? How
many schools hold
seminars on how
children should be
aware of
predators? How
many schools
provide students
with a counselor to
talk to when they
are in any kind of
trouble?

4/19/2011 9:30:09 Yes 60 No

It is the criticism
and lack of support
that urges people
not to discuss an
abuse no no

Very very
important.. it scars
the life for ever 4/5/2011 Via Twitter yes

Thank You, I
shared about this
with my husband
and he
understands... and
I am glad that you
are helping so
many people to
lighten their
hearts...

Expert posts on
the blog yes yes

I am yet to
experience
marvelous
motherhood....

4/19/2011 9:33:16 Yes 20 Yes somewhat no

Highly important.
Its the lives of little
innocent ones at
stake. These
incidents can leave
a scarring effect.

As soon as they
start
comprehending
little things in daily
life Post on your Blog yes

It was in the past,
done and over. Survivor Stories yes

Domestic violence,
Teen peer
pressure, Sexual
harassment at
work place yes NA

4/19/2011 9:36:45 Yes 70 No

Its never been
encouraged and
such things are
always tagged with
shame and
secrecy no yes

Very Important...
Every child is
worth the effort.No
one deserves to go
through this

3, or soon as kids
learn body parts
and can start
expressing
themselves
verbally Survivor Story yes

It has helped me
come out and
share and made
me realise that i
am not alone in
this.Most of all it
has helped me
bring my husband
out of denial and
believe that this
does happen and
so often. Blog posts yes

child labour and
education system
issues yes I think so
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4/19/2011 9:50:45 Yes 95
Only with 2 people
close to me

No point. Who
does it help? And I
hate being pitied. yes no yes. important. 3-4 years.

No I didnot
participate

First, I do not want
to provide
extensive porn
material to some
idiots who get
turned on by
reading about
CSA. I am sure
there are such
people too. My
experiences cant
be related even in
brevity in a blog.
Requires a novel.
Yeah.
 
Second,  every
educated adult is
aware of existence
of CSA. So not
sure if awareness
spreading is
necessary among
the educated adult
population who
use the internet. yes

No. Except
reconfirming by
fear that a huge
percentage of the
female population
has suffered abuse
of some form.

Not sure what I
liked. Not sure how
this campaign is
helping anyone
except perhaps
proving theraupatic
for some.

Yes. more action
please.

What is required is
a multi pronged
approach:
1) Counsellors at
every school. Who
can be
approached in
case of trouble.
2) An All-india
child help line
manned by
compassionate
women based
NGOs (not by the
indifferent police).
3) Gunning for sex
education starting
early at school. At
4 years of age.
And then taught in
stages every year.
 
Action speaks
louder than words.
So I suggest we do
something to help
another soul rather
than playing the
victim for life. Trust
me its far more
healing than typing
bits and bytes on
the internet.
 
So I would like to
participate in a
campaign that
targets schools all
over India. no No.

4/19/2011 9:53:56 Yes 80%

its a taboo topic
though I discuss it,
its most of the time
met with crazy
surprised
responses somewhat

current no but I
think he law shows
hope Critical

as soon as they
start
understanding
anything all of the above yes

yes it has I shared
my story with
anyone for the first
time ever and I
think it has helped
me heal all of the above yes

domestic volience,
child labor yes

no most schools
dont want to
address this topic
and are as
clueless as
parents

4/19/2011 9:55:18 Yes 50% Yes

Morality mainly.
The fact that it
could  be close
family members.
Sex itself is an
uncomfortable
topic to talk about
in India. somewhat no Very important 3 Post on your Blog no Survivor Stories yes

Child trafficking,
Women's rights,
child labour. yes Not really

4/19/2011 9:55:47 Yes 70% Yes somewhat no

It is crucial to
create awareness..
So that we can
avoid such
situations.
Awareness will
help us take
actions against the
culprit..

It is better to start
early.. May be 2
years.. via FB no

Expert posts on
the blog yes

Sex education for
children yes

Awareness needs
to be generated in
school as well..

4/19/2011 10:14:
02 Yes 50 Yes

"wont happen to
us" syndrome somewhat not yet fully aware

incredibly
important. these
are OUR children

starting at 4/5 yrs
perhaps Facebook post no

Expert posts on
the blog yes Child Labour yes

4/19/2011 10:20:
47 Yes 30% No

The unscientific
belief that it cannot
happen to us or
our families. somewhat no

Important to
spread awareness
without spreading
fear. Maybe 6. Not sure.

No I didnot
participate

I do not have a
personal story to
share. no N/A

Expert posts on
the blog yes

Women's
harassment
issues. From a
male perspective. yes N/A

4/19/2011 10:33:
15 Yes 65% Yes yes no

It is extremely
important to get rid
of the
misconceptions
and become more
aware of this
issue. around 4 Post on your Blog no

Expert posts on
the blog yes

Children as
domestic help. yes

Yes.. Have
checked with my
daughter's school..
and they seem
pretty well
informed.

4/19/2011 10:52:
15 Yes 50

social
misinterpretation somewhat no very important 3 years Survivor Story no Survivor Stories yes mother's role yes Yes

4/19/2011 11:55:
47 Yes 80

With particular
friends

Closet
mindedness. Even
if I want to talk
about it, the other
person feels
awkward and
changes to topic,
or leaves or thinks
I am over-reacting
or that such things
do not happen in
"our" kind of
families no Don't know Very important. 2 onwards

No I didnot
participate

I think what I
wanted to say has
already been said
by others in a
much better way
and I do not have
anything else to
add yes No All yes Eve teasing yes

My child isn't going
to school yet. But
my school never
spoke about it

CSAAM Poll
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4/19/2011 12:06:
42 Yes 70 No We feel ashamed no no Very critical. 3 Post on your Blog n/a yes

Definitely, made
me feel bolder and
more courageous. Survivor Stories yes Child labour. yes Don't know.

4/19/2011 12:25:
18 Yes atleast 20% I am trying to

embarrassment,
shy, acceptance to
things good r bad no no

Very very. God
has given me
wonderful kids and
i think it is as
important to me as
much as the kids.

As early as they
understand to
converse

I have been
reading all of them
and making it a
part of my
conversation
topics with other
parents no

All except the
twitter part since i
do not use that
tool. Definitely

Need to know if
the abuser is
psychologically
sane? What
makes a person
make use of kids
vulnerability??? yes Not so sure

4/19/2011 12:49:
52 Yes 75 No

Afraid that we ll be
judged. no no

We owe it to our
children. 3 years. Post on your Blog yes Yes. Survivor Stories yes yes I dont know.

4/19/2011 13:12:
40 Yes 90 No Feeling of shame no no Very important

as early as
possible whenever
they can grasp
what you are
saying. Post on your Blog yes

Thank you. I have
helped myself. Twitter feeds yes yes No idea.

4/19/2011 13:16:
25 Yes 80 with friends

fear of being
misunderstood, of
being thought to
have been
complicit. somewhat no No-brainer :)

Should be taught
as soon as they
are capable of
understanding
instructions.
Talking maybe
around 10. Reading :) yes

I am not sure - I
guess I need to
deal with my
demons in my own
way. Survivor Stories yes yes

4/19/2011 13:43:
48 Yes 30% Yes

There are a few
who are hesitant in
talking about such
sensitive topics..
probably because
they think
it is a taboo or not
a nice topic so to
say, like sex and
periods.. somewhat no

Very very very
very important..
Cant emphasis
enough on this!!
people need to be
educated, people
need to know what
is going on in the
world and they
need to face the
fact that YES<
CSA is a reality

From when a child
is 4- 5yrs i think
they are ready to
understand these
details... These
days children are
quite smart.... Post on your Blog no All of them :) yes

Have campaigns in
malls, or in
hospitals where we
spread word about
CSA
Involve police and
local authorities
who play a key
role in dealing with
affected people
and the abusers yes

I talk to my friends
about it and make
sure they in turn
educate their
children....

4/19/2011 14:13:
28 Yes 20% friends

Because we still
we don't have
habit  to discuss
freely about sex to
our family .... But
yes sometimes we
discuss with our
friends. somewhat no Its very important. 6/7/2011 Via Twitter no Twitter feeds yes yes No

4/19/2011 16:08:
24 Yes 50% Yes somewhat no Very important 5 or 6 yoa

No I didnot
participate

Not ready to tell
my story yes Survivor Stories no yes No

4/19/2011 16:21:
59 Yes 30 Yes

Society treating it
as a problem
which doesn't
exist. no no

Very important.
The more parents
are aware of the
existence, then
there is a chance
to keep an eye out
for something
unusual.

Its a very difficult
question. Kids
below 8-9 yrs I do
not think
understand what
one tries to
explain, but they
can be abused at
anytime... so I
think its important
for us to have an
open channel of
communication
which is a safer
option than trying
to explain
safe/unsafe touch.

No I didnot
participate

I have had a
personal
experience, but
somehow not
ready to put it
down as yet. yes

It was good to see
that I was not
alone. But I was
also glad to know
that my mom
watched out for me
and saved me in
time. Blog posts yes Elderly Abuse yes NA

4/19/2011 17:38:
48 Yes more than 50% Yes

The ideas of
'shame' associated
with it, the
misplaced sense
of 'honour', and an
overall refusal to
accept that it
happens in our
society. somewhat no

Very very
important

As soon as they
are in a position to
understand. I
started telling my
child quite early  -
she is now 5 and is
aware of the
safe/unsafe touch
to an extent.

No I didnot
participate

I had lots of time
constraints in the
past few months. I
wish I could have
participated
though. This is a
very very important
campaign that you
guys are doing,
and I wish I could
have participated. no Blog posts yes yes

Absolutely. We live
abroad, and the
awareness level at
schools and child
care workers is
one of the
mandatory
requirements. That
does not mean
that some perverts
do not slip through
the radar, but over
all, parents and
teachers and
schools seem to
be quite aware.

4/19/2011 18:14:
05 Yes 30 Yes

A. A lot of us live in
denial pf the
problem.
B. We don't think it
can happen to our
kids.
C. We don't want
to scare our kids/
"pollute" then with
such thoughts. somewhat no

Very important. A
lot of cases go
unnoticed. 8-9ish.

No I didnot
participate

Was busy during
the time. :( But
made sure that I
read the posts... yes

I didn't participate.
But I would like to
complement you
on your work Blog posts yes

Primary Education
rights yes

CSAAM Poll
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Did you
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Do you think your
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4/19/2011 18:38:
22 Yes 90% Yes

refusal to accept
the problem ... its
the attitude "it cant
happen to my kids
or kids i know".... somewhat no need of the hour

to as early as  1 yr
olds

No I didnot
participate

i just saw this by
chance.. this very
moment no Blog posts yes human trafficking yes no

4/19/2011 19:05:
08 Yes 50% no no

Extremely
important. Cannot
stress this enough
for parents and
child carers. 3

No I didnot
participate no Blog posts yes

Instances or
examples where
kids were able to
save themselves
from the clutches
of abuse
perpetrators yes

4/19/2011 21:05:
24 No no comment family only

people  --some --
dont want to admit
the truth behind of
who abused--
people they know--
it makes them sad
or just plain mad yes n/a very

that is a hard
question-- I was
touched
inapropaite at age
8--- in 1961-- so i
knew it 'felt'
WRONG--

page--stop clergy
abuse n/a yes

get all child sex
abuse victims
together-- on
facebook or write
to all and find them
--they are out
there-- Survivor Stories yes

print  who where
when --and how--
on facebook--and
tell all-- yes have no kids

4/19/2011 22:19:
36 Yes 60%

When the topic is
raised

the victim is still
treated as the
accused instead of
the perpetrator.
Lack of support. somewhat no Very 3 onwards Survivor Story yes

Absolutely. I'm
more aware and
now empowered.
Dealing with my
own issues and
that of my child's
CSAAM has help
overcome many
inhibitions- the
whys and the
hows. Thank you. Blog posts yes yes NO

4/19/2011 23:26:
56 Yes 50%

Depending on the
people somewhat no

Very very
important. 3 to 5 years Survivor Story yes

yes, greatly. It
helped me write
about my story for
the first time and
share it in public.
Whenever I see a
survivor story on
the blog, I can see
that they have
found the courage
to talk about their
problem and deal
with it in some
ways. Your
expertspeak posts
help me as a
parent to take care
of my child.

Expert posts on
the blog yes yes N/A

4/20/2011 2:21:28 Yes 70

I do it with my
husband but not
with anyone else

Because I do not
think it is a topic
that will be
discussed warmly;
rather be rebuffed
with a 'happens,
what to do'? no no

Very. Brushing it
under the rug has
brought it to the
state it is in today.
Heightened
awareness is the
only way we can
protect our
children 3/4/2011 Post on your Blog yes Yes

Expert posts on
the blog yes

If we can sustain
this momentum
into some kind of
independent
organisation to run
background
checks on any
person that will be
working in close
relation with
children, that will
be brilliant. yes Yes

4/20/2011 3:19:28 Yes 50 percent at least friends, yes.

It's uncomfortable.
Very. And scary.
Nobody wants to
talk about
uncomfortable,
scary stuff. no no Very.

When you send
them out to school.
5 years old. One
can start talking
about it. But the
conversation
needs to be an
open-ended,
ongoing one.
Communication
and trust is key.
Your child needs
to be able to talk to
you about
whatever it may
be. That, as a
parent is up to you
and the kind of
relationship you
nurture with your
child. The home
needs to be this
safety net the child
can bank on, no
matter what. Survivor Story yes

Yes. I feel good
that it's being
talked about and
written about and
not swept under
the rug anymore.
The taboo element
is disappearing
and it is a very
welcome change.

Expert posts on
the blog yes

Domestic
Violence.
Something else
that is swept under
the rug too often. yes Right now, yes.

4/20/2011 11:23:
54 Yes 70 Yes somewhat no Very 5 years Via Twitter yes Blog posts yes yes

CSAAM Poll
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4/20/2011 14:00:
32 Yes 80% Yes somewhat Don't know

Very very
imnportant. Every
aspect ...the
awareness about
prevention,
consequences and
laws. around 2-3 yrs Post on your Blog yes

Yes, it gave me a
platform to open
up and gather the
courage to
standup for myself.
Also it gave me lof
of insights into how
I can prepare my
child and teach
her. It also opened
up my eyes to
reality and to the
fact that this topic
needs lot of
sensible attention
and dealing. Blog posts yes yes

4/20/2011 14:57:
29 Yes Yes no no

Very Very Very
Important.

As young as you
think your child
can start
understanding
what you are
talking. Via Twitter no

Twitter expert
chats yes Sex Ed for kids. yes No

4/20/2011 16:10:
07 Yes not sure Yes

I have discussed
the topic in
abstract in
company but
obviously not
everybody is
forthcoming about
their own
experiences in
public. In private
many friends and
relatives have told
me of their own
traumatic
experiences.
 
We don't talk about
it because taking
action especially
when the
perpetrator is a
close or trusted
person, is a scarily
big task to
contemplate.
Denial is easier to
handle. yes no

It is vital to
sensitise children
and their social
circles to the
possibility of
predators -- that is
the only way we
can protect our
children (by
teaching them
what to watch out
for and that they
are not at fault for
what adults do to
them.)

Whenever the
parents think their
child can
understand the
concept of
personal space
and privacy. In my
experience, 3-4 is
a good time but
one can always
encourage a child
to come to his/her
parents with any
distressing
episodes even
earlier.

team member.
hosted expert
opinion, survivor
story as well as a
personal post. also
twitter. :) no

I've never actually
been physically
abused but the
stories shared
during CSAAM
helped me work
out the reasons
behind my
discomfort with
several episodes
from my childhood. Blog posts yes Bullying yes Don't know.

4/20/2011 16:25:
16 Yes 20-30%

Depending on their
orientation towards
such a discussion.

Parents don't like
outsiders pointing
out parenting
advice. no NA Very important.

Right from the time
they are sent to
places where the
parent may not be
around.
Playschool, play
ground etc Via Twitter no Blog posts yes

List of consultants
/ professional
councellors to
work on reviving
those affected by
this issue no No

4/20/2011 16:42:
50 Yes 80 to 90 percent Yes

Stigma, discomfort
with sex, belief that
this doesnt occur
in 'decent' families
like ours. somewhat no

Very important.
Being a victim can
scar a child for life.

As soon as they
can understand. Helped organise it yes

Catharsis. Healing.
Putting the word
out.

Twitter expert
chats yes

Domestic violence
Child labour in our
homes
Girl child yes

No. Nor are they
bothered about
rectifying it.

4/20/2011 16:45:
16 Yes

we should look
beyond numbers Yes

we still look at sex
from the realm of
fantasy.
 
the seriousness
has not stuck in. yes no

sex education is
the first step.

the age when kids
start asking
questions.
 
Lets not hush
hush.. lets not lie Survivor Story yes

by helping me read
other stories. Survivor Stories yes

there is a dearth of
survivor stories. yes not all.

4/21/2011 13:07:
57 Yes 50% No

I am a survivor so I
have very deep
feelings about it
and cannot speak
freely. I have
started talking
about 'touch' with
my daughter. I am
vigilant with my
kids and I am
hoping for the
best. yes no

Very very
important as it is
widely prevalent in
our society.

As soon as they
start to socialise, ie
start going to
school. Survivor Story yes

It has already
helped a lot by
allowing me to
vent my angst and
the other survivor
stories have
shown me that I
am not alone and
all the ideas on the
healing process
has helped me a
lot. Thank you.

Both survivor
stories and expert
posts- they work
hand in hand to
help victims deal
with their pain yes

Child labour and
what we can do to
prevent it.
Domestic violence yes Yes

4/27/2011 12:08:
08 Yes 40% somewhat no

The most
important. Unless
there is
awareness, victims
will just keep
suffering in shame
and silence and
this will motivate
the perpatrators
further. It is the
most viscious
circle.

ASAP. like atleast
2 yrs onwards, an
intro should be
provided Via Twitter no Twitter feeds yes

Help Cell numbers.
whom do victims
go to right away.
Counselling
centres. etc yes NO

CSAAM Poll



Timestamp

Do you think CSA
exists as a

problem in India?

What percentage
of kids do you

think are sexually
abused in India?

Do you discuss the
CSA topic freely
with friends and

family?

If you think we
don't discuss CSA
freely, what do u

think is the reason
behind it?

Are you aware of
the legal course

one can take in the
unfortunate

incident of CSA
occurrence

Do you think the
current law

situation in India is
sufficient to deal

with CSA?

How important is
according to you to
spread awareness

on CSA?

What do you think
is the correct age

to talk to kids
about safe/unsafe

touch?
Did you participate

in the CSAAM?

If u have answered
no to the above

question can you
please let us know

why?
Are you a CSA

survivor?

f yes, then CSAAM
help you in any

way?

What part of the
CSAAM campaign

did you like the
best?

Would you like to
see more such

initiatives?

If yes, please
suggest issues
worth tackling?

Did you
recommend CSA

blog to others.

Do you think your
child's school

sufficiently
understands CSA
as a problem and
take necessary
precautions to

prevent it

4/27/2011 13:37:
40 Yes 90 Yes

Taboo, it doesnt
happen to people
like us,
unwillingness to
acknowledge it. no no Very important

As soon as they
can speak and
understand body
parts Post on your Blog yes Closure Twitter feeds yes

Domestic violence,
child labour, girl
child yes No

CSAAM Poll


